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Few words in the English language
evoke such a sense of adventure and transformation as “journey.”
Whether it’s cross-town or transcontinental, a journey changes our
landscape, our perspective, and our view of the world and ourselves.
During the coming year, the Florida Humanities Council,
in partnership with the Smithsonian Institution, will sponsor
the Florida tour of Journey Stories—an exhibit that uses images,
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with local images, artifacts, and stories as well as a variety of public
programs and events. We will also hold teacher workshops in each
location to provide strategies for integrating this topic into the
classroom.
Journey Stories combines the prestige of the Smithsonian
Institution, the program expertise of the Florida Humanities
Council, and the resources, energy, and volunteers of our local
partners. We hope you will visit us at a site near you. (See page 36
for an exhibit schedule.)
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A destination for seekers,
strivers and survivors
By Barbara O’Reilley

“Florida, sir, is not worth buying. It is a land of swamps, of quagmires, of frogs
and alligators and mosquitoes! A man, sir, would not immigrate into Florida. No sir! No
man would immigrate into Florida—no, not from hell itself !” So said Rep. John Randolph
of Virginia, as he argued against the 1821 U.S. acquisition of Florida.

But people came. Despite the
swamps, quagmires, frogs, alligators,
and mosquitoes—to say nothing of the
packs of wolves and the rattlesnakes—
they came to this exotic subtropical
frontier. They forged their own trails,
floated on waterways, sailed in on ships,
and eventually made their way via roads,
railroads, highways, and airways. And,
as we know, they’re still coming today
from all over the world.
Stories of people coming to
Florida go to the very heart of the state’s
identity as a destination. Some have
called it a “dream” state. It’s a place, but
also an idea, a fantasy. For centuries
of seekers and strivers, Florida has
represented adventure, opportunity,
survival, freedom, even paradise.
Of course, getting here wasn’t
always easy. What were people willing
to go through to follow their Florida
dreams? This issue of FORUM recounts
some of those journeys. Writers Jon
Wilson and Sharon Bond provide
highlights with their collection of
colorful stories about how people made
their way here over the years.

2
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We feature this subject in
anticipation of the arrival of a traveling
exhibition, “Journey Stories.” Created
by the Smithsonian Institution’s
Museum on Main Street program,
this multimedia exploration tells our
national story of immigration and
migration, of Americans on the move,
searching for better lives.
It will travel to a half-dozen Florida
towns over the next several months,
including Plant City, Blountstown,
DeBary, Clewiston, Sebring, and
Dunedin. (The exhibit schedule appears
on page 36.) The Florida Humanities
Council awarded grants to museums in
each of these towns, funding the cost of
hosting the exhibition and of gathering
local journey stories to display along
with it. We hope you’ll see this when it
comes to your part of the state.
One of the modern journey
stories we explore in this issue
involves the relatively recent influx of
Puerto Ricans to Florida—a growing
demographic that has caught the
attention of presidential candidates
in this election year. Historian Luis
Martínez-Fernández describes how
Puerto Ricans have become the second-

H U M A N I T I E S
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largest Hispanic group in Florida (next
to Cubans) and discusses their social
and political influences, especially in
the metropolitan Orlando area. He
also recounts his own personal journeys
migrating from Cuba to Peru to Puerto
Rico and then to the United States—
and Florida.
Of course, native Floridians have
had to adapt to changes brought by
the constant influx of migrants and
immigrants during the last half-century.
In our “Bridging Cultures” column,
William Culyer Hall, a fifth-generation
Floridian, tells a bittersweet story of
growing up in a rural paradise of woods
and water—and now trying to accept
the changes brought by newcomers.
In “My Favorite Florida Place,”
Lani Friend remembers the idyllic
natural refuge of her childhood, Green
Springs, and recounts how she joined
a community effort to preserve it. She
embraces one of the positive changes
brought about by progress—the
redevelopment of nearby Sanford, a
town about 30 miles north of Orlando.
It is fitting that as we delve into the
stories of Florida, we celebrate the life
of Stetson Kennedy, an iconic native

Floridian and prolific writer who died
last August at age 94. Kennedy traveled
the high roads and the back roads
during the Depression, recording the
stories and songs of Florida folk for the
Federal Writers Project. His classic 1942
book, Palmetto Country, was a groundbreaking social history of this state.
He fought for the rights of the
downtrodden, especially African
Americans, and took on the Ku
Klux Klan at a time when it was
dangerous to do so. Writer Peter
B. Gallagher reminisces about his
longtime friend, whom he describes
as a “raging renaissance Cracker
who kicked oppression in the ass
every day of his life.”
Kennedy loved this state—
quagmires and all. “There’s really no
other place on earth quite like it,” he
once wrote. One can only imagine what
this raging renaissance Cracker would
have said to John Randolph, the 19thcentury congressman who predicted
that no one would ever come to Florida.
BARBARA O’REILLEY is editor
of FORUM.
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ver the
centuries,
people
have forged
through swamps and
tangled woods, negotiated
oceans and alligatorinfested waterways,
and traveled pathways,
roadways, railways, and
airways to get to this
subtropical peninsula and
delve into its interior. How
did they do it? Writers
Jon Wilson and Sharon
Bond describe some of
the highlights—and low
points—of the many
journeys to Florida.

Image: Florida State Archives

O

DeSoto’s men encounter Chief Vitachuco near Melrose,
northeast of current-day Gainesville, in 1539.
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Pre-Columbian Indians, like the Calusa depicted in this illustration, used waterways as major transportation
links throughout the peninsula.

Art by Merald Clark,
image courtesy of
Florida Museum of
Natural History

First to navigate the peninsula
Paleo-Indian hunters likely carved Florida’s first human pathways while tracking
mastodons and other enormous Ice Age animals some 12,000 years ago. Later indigenous
Indians, keeping to the high ground and searching out the routes of least resistance, may
have followed the same traces and worn them into established trails. In addition, they
traveled via waterways in dugout canoes—floating along interconnecting rivers, lakes,
streams, and even canals, like those built by the powerful Calusa in the southwestern part
of the peninsula.

Spaniards slog through the swamps
Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto and his entourage came ashore at Tampa Bay in
1539 and forged a northward route that foreshadowed Interstate-75 and perhaps parts of
U.S. Highways 19, 27, and 41. Historians say they also followed an old Indian trail along
the Ichetucknee River. About 350 years later, 19th-century American writer John S. C.
Abbott penned a narrative description based on first-hand records of the journey:
“There was a vast bog three miles wide. It was a chaotic region of mud and water,
with gigantic trees and entangling roots. After a long search a passage was found through
which, by the toilsome efforts of a whole day, the army forced its way. Beyond the swamp
there opened before them a smooth, luxuriant, flower-enameled prairie…suddenly they
found their steps arrested again by a series of sluggish streams, stagnant bayous and
impenetrable bogs…
“At length they found a very rude, difficult, dangerous path by which the Indians
crossed these swamps. At one point, where the water could not be forded for a distance of
nearly 300 feet, the Indians had constructed a bridge by cutting down two large trees and
uniting the space that still remained between them in this Stygian lake, by tying two logs
together, with cross-poles for flooring.”
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The famed steamboat Hiawatha approaches Silver Springs, Ocala,
in the early 1900s.
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Image: Florida State Archives

Before railroad networks cast their iron webs across the
state, paddle-wheeling steamboats took settlers and tourists
deep into the Florida interior. From the 1820s until 20th-century
gas-powered engines were used, dozens of steamers plied rivers
such as the St. John’s, the Ocklawaha, and the ApalachicolaChattahoochee-Flint system.
Most were stumpy vessels built to navigate twisty, narrow
waterways and dodge low-hanging jungle limbs, which
sometimes whacked unwary passengers. An 1883 Harper’s Weekly
article described a dead cypress chunk crushing a distinguished
northern gentleman’s tall, silk hat, which then had to be pried off
his face.
Perhaps risky but hardly romantic, even with names like
Okeehumkee, Hiawatha, Alligator, and Yallabusha, the boats
played a utilitarian role in linking homesteaders to new property.
A typical journey might have involved an ocean-going boat from
Charleston to Jacksonville, a paddle-wheeler on to Palatka, and
finally a stagecoach or wagon going south on a trail that reached
as far as Tampa.
Meanwhile, tourists seeking the unconventional could
take an Ocklawaha steamer to Silver Springs, an attraction even
during the 1800s. The springs—and the exotic journey there—
generated reams of gaudy prose that helped promote Florida as
an exceptional destination.

The steamer City of Jacksonville, shown on this 1914 postcard, cruises the St. Johns River.
Photo: Florida State Archives

Steam powers inland excursions

Steamboat passengers pose on deck in the early 1900s.

A river’s music inspires composer
Composer Frederick Delius wanted a life in music, but
his father wanted him to join the family wool
business in England. That didn’t work out,
so the father sent the 22-year-old Delius to
Florida in 1884 to manage a large orange
plantation. He felt his son would be too busy
to follow his musical aspirations and would
turn toward the business of making money.
That didn’t work out either.
Delius’s ship landed in Jacksonville, and
he traveled by river steamer to Solano Grove,
the family’s plantation 40 miles south. There he
became enchanted by the St. Johns River and
neglected the oranges. He spent his evenings
watching riverboats go by and listening to the
Composer Frederick Delius,
spirituals sung by plantation workers.
in about 1907.
“I used to get up early and be spellbound
watching the silent break of dawn over the
river; nature awakening—it was wonderful!” he later wrote.
“At night the sunsets were all aglow—spectacular. Then the
coloured folk on neighbouring plantations would start singing
instinctively in parts as I smoked a cigar on my verandah.”
Both the singing and the river would figure in his tone
poem, Appalachia. Later in his life he would say the ambiance of
that time moved him to become a composer.
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A river leads to freedom

Lady Amelia Murray, one of Queen Victoria’s courtiers and
the subject of one of Lord Byron’s romantic poems, visited Florida
in February 1855, during a 15-month excursion overseas. In her
Letters from the United States, Cuba and Canada, she described
a trip from Palatka to Silver Springs in a stagecoach pulled by
four horses. The journey took 15 hours and sometimes required
a military escort because of perceived danger from unfriendly
Seminole Indians.
She saw “several little green paraquets with yellow heads, the
only kind of parrot common in Florida. Rattlesnakes are frequent,
but they always get out of the way, if they can; wolves and
panthers, too, are only dangerous to sheep and dogs. A gentleman
hunting in this neighbourhood lately, on a mule, the animal trod
upon a snake, which stung him so that
he died in a few minutes; and some
days ago, a tiger cat jumped out upon
a [man] who drove it off by a stab with
his knife; but the man’s clothes were
torn and he was so terribly frightened
that he could give no clear account
of his assailant; these are the only
casualties from wild beasts I have heard
of, and I have seen nothing of the kind
to alarm me.”
Perhaps the lady was more
Stagecoaches like this one from
the 1880s carried passengers
unsettled than she revealed. “If I had
between Palatka and Tampa.
known we would not arrive [in Silver
Springs] till after midnight with one man driving four horses
through a pine-barren which harbors wolves, bears and panthers,
my courage would have failed me.”
In their book The St. Johns, Branch Cabell and A.J. Hanna
said Murray returned to Jacksonville after the Silver Springs
experience, “either in a huff or a dudgeon,” because “lodging
houses were far from waterproof and the outhouses not such as
politeness would care to describe.”

Around 1815, hundreds of escaped
slaves from Alabama, Georgia, and the
Carolinas followed the Apalachicola
River south to Florida. The river’s hidden
inlets and coves concealed them as they
made their way to what was called the
Negro Fort.
This was a fully armed stronghold,
which the retreating British had left in the
hands of their allies, about 300 African
Americans and 30 Indians. Under pressure
from slaveholders in the southern states,
U.S. forces attacked the fort and blew it
up, killing most of the people inside. Fort
Gadsden was built over the ruins. This
is now a historic site in the Apalachicola
National Forest.

Photo: Florida State Archives

A lady heads into the wild

Getting a show on the road
A stage line in the 1870s ran between Gainesville and
Tampa, with stops along the way. Logs were used to pave swampy
stretches of the trail to prevent the four-horse stagecoaches from
getting stuck. These coaches were made with special springs to
keep riders from swaying side-to-side and feeling jolts. Sometimes
entertainment was included, as was described in the 1930s WPA
Guide to Florida:
“One of the drivers, adept at handling lines and blacksnake
whip was noted for his ability to expectorate through the front
wheel of the coach without touching a spoke. He also enlivened
the trip by gopher grabbing; he would leap from his seat, pick up
a turtle from the road, and toss it on the baggage ruck without
halting his team.”
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JOURNEYS TO FLORIDA

A former slave from Savannah,
Virgil Waitman, was one of
many who migrated to Florida
after the Civil War.

Blazing trails to survive

Image: Florida State Archives

In the 1700s Creek Indians from Georgia and Alabama followed
trails and waterways south to frontier land. They initially began
settling as farmers and hunters in what is now North Florida. There
they mingled with other remaining
Indians and escaped slaves and, in the
1770s, became known as Seminoles (a
name derived from the Spanish term
cimarrón for “runaway” or “wild one”).
As more and more Americans migrated
to the territory and wanted the land,
the Indians were pushed farther and
farther south. After passage of the
Indian Removal Act in 1830, the U.S.
government tried to remove them from
Florida. The Seminoles resisted.
After three wars during the first
Osceola led the Seminoles in
half of the 19th century and several
the early 1800s.
thousands of their number dead,
captured, or deported to Indian territory in present-day Oklahoma, the
remaining few hundred Seminoles forged their own pathways south
through the Florida wild to the fastness of the Everglades. They had
to learn how to live on the run and blaze their own trails through the
woods, prairies, and swamps.
Once they were secluded in the secure wetland enclaves of the
Everglades, they made dramatic adaptations for survival, living on
tree islands called hammocks, building open-sided structures called
chickees, learning to cultivate crops on hammock soil, and devising
ways to traverse the glades in dugout canoes.
Adapted from “Learning to Survive and Thrive in the White Man’s
World,” by Harry A. Kersey, Jr., FORUM, Spring 2007

THE F LORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY PRESS
email: fhspress@myfloridahistory.org

(321) 690-1971 ext.203

www.myfloridahistory.org

IS PROUD TO OFFER:

STETSON KENNEDY’S FIRST AND LAST COMPLETED WORKS:
Stetson Kennedy collected folk‐
lore and oral histories through‐
out Florida for the WPA be‐
tween 1937 and 1942. The re‐
sult was this classic Florida
book, back in print for the rst
�me in twenty years with an
A�erword update and dozens
of historic photographs never
before published with this
work.
Alan Lomax said, “I
doubt very much that a be�er
book about Florida folklife will
ever be wri�en.”

Author and ac�vist Stetson Kenne‐
dy was born in Jacksonville, Flori‐
da on October 5, 1916, and he
died there on August 27, 2011.
This book, The Florida Slave, was
the last project he completed. In
this newly compiled and edited
work, Stetson Kennedy oﬀers a
fresh perspec�ve on this collec�on
of Florida slave narra�ves and
their relevance to contemporary
society.
Paperback $19.95
Kindle e‐book: $9.95

Paperback $24.95

"Florida's Freedom Strug‐
gle: The Black Experience
from Colonial
to the
Contains
engagingTime
vigne�es
of
Florida
not includedisinan
Stow‐
New life
Millennium
in‐
e’s
classic book Palme�o
Leaves.
tellectually
challenging
The editors provide insigh�ul
book, which provides
commentary on Stowe’s over‐
readers
fresh
looked rolewith
as an aearly
andper‐
ar‐
spec�ve
on
Florida's
racial
dent proponent of tourism
in
Florida,
shedding new light on
history."

OTHER NEW RELEASES:
FPAN East Central Region Director
Rachel K. Wentz did most of her
graduate work focusing on the
ancient skeletons from Florida’s
Windover Site, but in this book
she also takes us to fascina�ng
archaeological sites in England,
Italy, Ukraine and the Caribbean
before coming back to Florida.
:

the hidden agenda
of the
most
Dr. Abel
A. Bartley
famous
American
writer Studies,
of the
Director
of Pan‐African
mid‐1800s.
Clemson University
Paperback
P��������$14.95
$19.95
Kindle e‐book: $7.95

Paperback $14.95
Kindle e‐book: $7.95

THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
ANNUAL MEETING AND SYMPOSIUM
Is coming to

The hyatt regency TAMPA, MAY 24-26, 2012

THIS YEAR’S THEME: TIDES OF CHANGE:

DIVERSE FLORIDA COMMUNITIES

AND

THEIR DEVELOPMENT

For information and reservations:

WWW.MYFLORIDAHISTORY.ORG
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Photos: Florida State Archives

JOURNEYS TO FLORIDA

A family lives out of a covered wagon
in Leon County, about 1895.

This 1890s cattle drive passes close to Bartow.

Crackers make themselves at home
After the United States acquired Florida from Spain in 1821, Crackers (southern
settlers often of Celtic stock) moved into the peninsula ahead of surveyors and squatted
on the vast and inviting tracts of the public domain. They built temporary cabins or
lean-tos, planted corn, and stayed until the lawful purchasers expelled them. They were
always on the move, seeking more fertile and unclaimed lands.
“They put all they have in their wagons,” wrote the Comte de Castelnau, a French
naturalist who visited Florida in 1838. “[They] go through the woods hunting for a
new dwelling, sometimes a hundred leagues from the former one…Most settle in the
first place that they find vacant, without being concerned about the name of the owner,
who, if he comes to assert his authority, does not receive more response than a bullet
from a rifle.”
Adapted from “Ridiculed, Maligned, Misunderstood, yet Crackers Kept on Going,”
by James M. Denham, FORUM, Winter 2006.

Herding cattle through the backwoods
By the 1830s, some of the pioneering Cracker
cowmen led a caravan existence, herders more than
ranchers, and always seeking better rangeland. They
moved steadily southward, as did the Indians, searching
for new pastures.
They had to be as tough as the cattle in order to
survive on the Florida frontier. They had a labor-hard
existence in a hot, subtropical wilderness fraught with
panthers, wolves, bears, hordes of mosquitoes, and the
occasional outbreak of Indian hostilities.
Until the railroads were brought to Central and
A young Cracker cowman rides a marshtackie
South Florida, the biggest stimulus to cattle sales was
pony at an open range roundup near Fort
the West Indies connection, especially Cuba. Beginning
McCoy, northeast of Ocala, about 1910. The
pony is descended from Andalusian horses
as early as 1856, Cracker cattle were shipped out of
brought by Spanish explorers in the 1500s.
embarkation sites like Tampa, the Manatee River, and
especially Punta Rassa (a tiny spit of land near the mouth of the Caloosahatchee River).
A.H. Curtiss, a reporter for the Florida Dispatch, described this scene at Punta Rassa:
“On shore there was a bedlam of sounds, the bellowing of penned cattle, the crys of
drovers, the barking of dogs, the cracking of whips—sometimes 18 feet in length with a
short handle…Bonfires and torches flared in the darkness. Bellowing herds came pouring
in from the backwoods, until at nine o’clock 500 cattle were ready to be transferred to the
steamer [ship].”
Adapted from “America’s First Cowmen Rode the Florida Frontier,”
by Joe A. Akerman, Jr., FORUM, Winter 2006.
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A Cracker family travels through prairie land in
Orange County, 1912.

Settling with
the wolves
American settlers began making
their way down to Florida after it
became a state in 1845. John Houston
first settled with his family in
Enterprise, north of Orlando. But in
1859, seeking more fertile farmland,
they set out via covered wagon, trailing
their cows. The 80-mile trip to Eau
Gallie (now part of Melbourne) took
three weeks on dirt trails. The family
camped every night, despite the obvious
presence of wolves, recounts Brevard
County historian Weona Bradley. One
night the howling roused Houston
from his bed, and he went out to check
his cattle and horses. He found a calf ’s
half-eaten carcass, as the predators
continued to keen around him.
Houston cut the rest of the
carcass into chunks, laced them with
strychnine, and placed them around the
camp’s perimeter. In the morning a grim
scenario awaited him: 43 dead wolves
lay sprawled around the camp. The next
night was quiet.

Image: Florida State Archives

A postcard, circa 1915, shows a train crossing the famous Long Key Viaduct on developer Henry Flagler’s
Florida Overseas Railway, which connected Key West to the mainland.

Photo: Plant City Photo Archives

Florida rides the rails
Florida’s first railroads carried raw cotton to Panhandle ports during the
1830s, sometimes employing mules to drag flimsy conveyances over short-line,
sand-spattered tracks. At their best, they were poor precursors to the mighty rail
network that catapulted Florida from its frontier days and opened it to settlers,
tourists, and industry.
Between 1836 and 1939, the state chartered 565 railroad companies—and
251 actually built a steel circuitry that energized virtually every corner of the state.
In his definitive A Journey into Railroad History, Gregg Turner wrote: “If any
one American state eventually smiled upon railroads, gave them a free course over
the expanse, and greatly relied upon them to open up the land…it was assuredly
Florida.”
In 1930, Florida boasted 6,000 miles of track and, during the 1920s land boom,
Jacksonville was considered the world’s busiest train depot. The rail traffic did not
peak until 1944, when some 10 million passengers passed through.
Eventually, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Florida East Coast Railway, and the
Seaboard Air Line became the state’s three railroad giants. Trains like the Florida
Special and the Orange Blossom Special brought shivering northerners to their
winter paradise and earned places in railroading lore—and even musical history.

Photo: Library of Congress

Company employees pose on steam engine #2 of the Jupiter &
Lake Worth Railway Company, about 1886.

Theodore Roosevelt and his Rough Riders at the top of
San Juan Hill in 1898.
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Rough riding to a war
Lt. Col. Theodore Roosevelt was determined to fight in the Spanish-American
War in Cuba in 1898. He traveled with 1,000 volunteer cavalrymen and 150 pack
mules by train from San Antonio, Texas, to Tampa in four days. But it was the
nine-mile journey from the Tampa Bay Hotel to Port Tampa that nearly proved his
undoing. He and his troops had to be at the port at daybreak on the appointed day
or risk being left behind. They were directed to several spots to board trains to the
port—but none showed up.
“But at six o’clock (a.m.) some coal cars came by, (coming away from the port)
and these we seized” Roosevelt wrote in The Rough Riders. “By various arguments we
persuaded the engineer in charge of the train to back us down the nine miles to Port
Tampa, where we arrived covered with coal dust, but with all our belongings.” They
got to the transport ship in time.
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JOURNEYS TO FLORIDA

Cigar makers toil in Tampa’s Cuesta Rey factory, 1925.

Over seas to a new life

Pilot Tony Jannus, right, poses in 1914 with one of his first passengers, St. Petersburg resident George Gandy.
The Benoist flying boat began the nation’s first commercial airline.

A flight to progress
On Jan. 1, 1914, pilot Tony Jannus flew the world’s first commercial passenger
flight from St. Petersburg to Tampa in 23 minutes, easily topping the half-day steamer
trip between the two cities or the long drive around the bay. His first passenger, former
St. Petersburg Mayor Abe Pheil, won the honor by bidding $400 to ride in the Model B
Benoist #43 airboat. “Gently, the airboat slid down the boat slip and into the yacht basin,”
Richard L. Servis wrote in a 1995 magazine article. “After circling its way around the basin,
it passed into the breakwaters for actual take-off. The craft lifted its way upward reaching an
altitude of 12 to 15 feet with speeds up to 65 miles per hour.”

Photo: Florida State Archives

In the last half of the 1800s, cigar
factories opened in Key West, Tampa,
Ocala, and Jacksonville to process
Havana tobacco. Thousands of Cubans
took boats to work in the Florida
factories, their emigration fueled by
the war in Cuba for independence
from Spain. The cigar makers, who
established strong cultural communities
especially in Key West and Tampa’s
Ybor City, provided a crucial margin of
support for the Cuban freedom fighters.
But some Cubans emigrated in the
early 20th century after it gained formal
independence. Floridian Mary Waldroff
said her great-grandparents, natives of
Spain and the Canary Islands, originally
moved to Cuba for its lucrative sugar
cane industry. They felt threatened after
the war; and, when fleeing, one relative
sewed money into her clothes to get it
out, said Waldroff, who lives in New
Smyrna Beach. A boat brought them
to Tampa, where her great-grandfather
worked in Ybor City as a cigar maker.
Later the family moved to Miami.

Pilots pose by a plane in 1921 at the Pensacola Naval Air Station, the Navy’s first aviation training center (established in 1913).
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Photo: Florida State Archives

Tin Can Tourists gather in Arcadia in 1933.
Postcards promote Florida as a
destination for fun in the sun,
a marketing strategy that lures
millions of Americans from the cold
North. At left, “It’s Great to be in
Florida!” in 1949, just after the war.
Below, “Winter bathing at Daytona
Beach,” circa 1920s.

Highways to the sun

The Dixie Flagler passenger train
makes a stop in Hollywood in1941.
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Photo: Florida State Archives

Photo: Florida State Archives

Tourism in Florida got a big boost in the
1920s and 1930s with the arrival of Tin Can
tourists. These were among the first campers
who drove down from the North in vehicles
modified for sleeping. They stored canned food
in every spare corner and strapped barrels of
water to the sides of
their vehicles. Many
also drove Tin Lizzies (Model T Fords),
which, with the tins of canned food, gave
them their nickname.
Tin can tourists camped throughout
the state—including Melbourne, Arcadia,
Tampa, Sarasota, Deland, Eustis, and
Dade City. The Kiwanis in Bradenton
built a park for the tourists in 1936.
An entrance to a Tin Can Tourist Park in
“They’d come down, stay for two, three
Gainesville in the 1920s.
months, go back North, and eventually they
just started staying,” said Bob Sweat, a Bradenton native and Kiwanis
member. Their stays provided the city with valuable tourism dollars.

Images: Florida State Archives

GI’s discover paradise
Charles Eloshway, a fresh-faced World War II serviceman
bound for training, boarded a train in Pennsylvania coal country,
where a winter storm howled and temperatures reeled into the teens.
Two days later, he reached St. Petersburg, a balmy new world where
the February temperature had soared to 68 degrees.
“When I arrived here, it was freezing up there,’’ Eloshway
said. “When the train pulled up, there were all these young women
prancing around…I was impressed. They were all dressed in white.
That was summer wear for Pennsylvania. That was my very first
impression of St. Pete and I fell in love with it.” After the war,
Eloshway made his home in Florida—as did hundreds of thousands
of other veterans who fell in love with Florida during basic training
in more than 200 military bases around the state. They returned after
the war’s end, fueling Florida’s postwar population boom.
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JOURNEYS TO FLORIDA

Photo: Florida State Archives

Traffic jams become one of the downsides to Florida’s population
explosion, which started in earnest after World War II.

Air travel becomes more common for visitors and new residents in the 1960s.

Seeking a safe haven
During the 20th century Florida has become a destination for refugees
and exiles from all over the world. Sandra Bratic of Palm Harbor was one
who arrived from Bosnia in 1994, escaping war-torn Sarajevo. She and her
husband took public buses to the Croatian border and made their way to
Austria, where a refugee program put them on a flight to New York.
There they boarded an evening flight to Tampa to meet up with a relative
who had settled in Pinellas County. As the plane descended, “All the lights
downtown and around [made it seem that] we were coming to a huge city,”
Bratic said in 2011. “[We were] coming to freedom.”

This tiny, ragged boat, secured at the Key West Naval Station in
the 1970s, brought 52 Haitian refugees to Florida.

Migrating for work
An endless summer

Photo: Florida State Archives

A 1965 postcard shows a scene near Quincy in North Florida where migrant workers tie up
shade-grown tobacco, used as the tobacco leaves wrapped around cigars.

Mark and Jean Abeling got hooked on Biketoberfest
and Bike Week in Daytona Beach in 2004. They lived 1,000
miles away, in Hyde Park, N.Y., so it was a long ride down.
Last year they moved to Florida, partly because they wanted
to ride their motorcycles all year long. “Friends up north, if
they are not here, are getting ready to put their bikes up for
the winter,” Mark Abeling told Bob Koslow of the Daytona
Beach News-Journal last October. “I sent an email to a lot
of them, asking if anyone needs a Battery Tender for the
winter. I don’t. They didn’t appreciate that much.”
Photo: Florida State Archives

“Bicycles are always a highly prized item in Immokalee,” said the Rev.
Patrick O’Connor, of Our Lady of Guadalupe Catholic Church. Workers
migrate to the agricultural area to pick tomatoes, oranges, grapefruit,
melons, and peppers. “Most of the workers do not drive and many travel
around town on foot. A bicycle is a…big help when food shopping,
running errands, visiting friends and family after work, or even getting to
work in the morning. But sadly, even the cost of a bicycle is beyond the
means of a farm laborer in South Florida.”

Motorcyclists ride their custom bikes down Main Street during the 2006
Bike Week in Daytona Beach.
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New books for Florida readers

Guidebooks to help you enjoy Florida

Caloosahatchee River Guidebook

Exploring Wild South Florida

Kevin M. McCarthy NEW

4th edition NEW

$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-507-7 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages • b&w photos

Susan Jewell

Motor your way along the Caloosahatchee from Lake Okeechobee
to the Gulf of Mexico on Florida’s west coast, stopping to inspect Native American
mounds, hike a few trails, visit Thomas Edison’s home and laboratory, and soak up the
fabulous story that is Florida.

Olivia Brophie and the Pearl of Tagelus
Christopher Tozier DUE MARCH 2012
$12.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-519-0 • 6 x 9 • 208 pages

Olivia Brophie’s life is pretty boring, that is, until bears follow her to
school, coral snakes leave her gifts, and tree frogs start writing cryptic messages on
her bedroom window. Soon, Olivia discovers a vast underworld city that holds the
secrets of history as well as the way to the future. With the forces of evil at her heels,
she finds a brilliant pearl and must use its power to discover her life’s ultimate destiny.

The Reaper of St. George Street
The Adventures of Flagler’s Few, Ghost Hunters of St. Augustine

Andre Frattino

DUE MARCH 2012

$10.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-517-6 • 6 x 9 • 200 pages

What does a murderous poltergeist called the Reaper want with a young college girl?
Can a misfit band of ghost hunters prevail against the paranormal powers it controls?

The Secrets of San Blas
Charles Farley

DUE MARCH 2012

$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-514-5 • 6 x 9 • 224 pages

In the 1930s, Port St. Joe, Florida, has more than its share of secrets, and
Old Doc Berber, Port St. Joe’s only general practitioner, thought he knew all of them.
But a grisly murder out at the Cape San Blas Lighthouse drags him into a series of
intrigues that even he can’t diagnose.

Snake in the Grass
An Everglades Invasion DUE MARCH 2012

$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-500-8 • 6 x 9 • 288 pages • color insert

Hikers, paddlers, cyclists, and campers will find info on all natural areas south of Lake
Okeechobee, including the Keys and Everglades.

Florida’s Seashells
Blair and Dawn Witherington
$9.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-387-5 • 6 x 9 • 88 pages • full color

Comprehensive guide to seashells found on Florida’s shores, with a fullcolor photo, description, and interesting tidbit for each one.

Florida’s Birds
2nd edition

David Maehr & Herbert Kale
$21.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-335-6 • 6 x 8 • 360 pages • full color

Filled with stunning, full-color illustrations by artist Karl Karalus, this updated field
guide details the range, diet, habitat, and much more about every Florida bird.

Historic Homes of Florida
2nd edition

Laura Stewart & Susanne Hupp
$18.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-417-9 • 7 x 10 • 192 pages • full color

From humble Cracker farmhouses to stately mansions, 68 notable homes open to the
public, each with a full-color photo.

Florida’s Living Beaches
Blair and Dawn Witherington
$21.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-386-8 • 6 x 9 • 88 pages • full color

Full-color photos of the birds, turtles, fish, plants, and shells—even skunks
and armadillos—you may discover along Florida’s 700 miles of sandy beaches.

Larry Perez

Visiting Small-Town Florida

$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-513-8 • 6 x 9 • 200 pages •color insert

3rd edition

The nonnative Burmese python is wreaking havoc in the Everglades, disrupting a
fragile balance of flora and fauna. Can human intervention rein in this invasive pest,
which has risen to the top of the Glades food chain?

The Trees of Florida
2nd edition

Gil Nelson
$32.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-474-2 • 6 x 9 • 432 pages • color insert
$24.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-475-9 • 6 x 9 • 432 pages • color insert

Newly revised and expanded, this tome covers 530 species of Florida’s native and
naturalized trees, including 12 that occur nowhere else in the world. Contains 612
color photos and 420 line drawings.

Bruce Hunt
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-488-9 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages • b&w photos

Stop by 75 of Florida’s most interesting small towns, sampling local cuisine as you
learn a bit of history and lore.

Books to help you understand Florida
Everglades
River of Grass

Marjory Stoneman
Douglas

Visit our website to see our complete catalog.

$19.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-3943 • 6 x 9 • 462 pages

800-746-3275 • www.pineapplepress.com

In 1947, author and activist Douglas
declared “the Everglades were dying.”
What has happened in the ensuing years
to save this unique ecosystem, once
considered a vast, worthless swamp?

Pineapple Press
Our 30th Anniversary (1982–2012)

A Land
Remembered
Patrick Smith
$19.95 • Hardcover • ISBN
978-0-91092-12-5 • 6 x 9 • 404 pages
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-116-1
• 6 x 9 • 404 pages

This classic, best-selling novel chronicles
three generations of MacIveys, a Florida
family battling the hardships of the
frontier, who are transformed from dirtpoor Crackers to real estate tycoons.

Florida’s Puerto Rican phenomenon

By Luis Martínez-Fernández

Florida’s Puerto Rican population has skyrocketed over the
past three decades, especially in the metropolitan-Orlando
area. More than a quarter-million Puerto Ricans now reside in
Orange, Seminole, and Osceola counties—a nearly 30-fold increase since 1980. With continued growth and influx of other
groups, Hispanics will constitute close to a third of the population in metro Orlando by 2020, according to estimates.

T

Photo courtesy of Patricia Silver

he modern-day migration of Puerto Ricans to Florida
contrasts markedly with their mid-20th century predecessors, who
settled in New York City and other northern U.S. destinations.
For example, about half of the Puerto Ricans who have moved
to Central Florida in recent years came from northeastern and
midwestern states rather than directly from the island. And, in contrast with the
predominantly poor and rural background of those who moved to New York a
half-century ago, the recent migrants to Florida include many middle-class families from urban areas who periodically return to the island. In some cases, they
conduct parts of their lives in both places.
This Puerto Rican migratory phenomenon has opened an intellectual frontier
for social scientists; old assumptions and paradigms are insufficient to understand
the nature and dynamics of an entirely different and increasingly complex process.

Orlando residents enjoy a Puerto Rican parade in 2008.
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The migrants themselves are braving
their own frontiers, too, both socially
and politically. And the new migration
is creating a frontier of sorts for the U.S.
political establishment, as candidates
take note of the increased numbers of
Puerto Rican voters along the I-4 corridor, which extends from Daytona to
the Tampa Bay area. Last summer, when
President Barack Obama became the
first sitting president since John F. Kennedy to make an official visit to Puerto
Rico, pundits contended that he did so
to court this important segment of the
vote in the swing state of Florida.
Puerto Ricans, who are U.S. citizens by birth, easily travel to and from
the mainland. But they did not start
moving to the Central Florida region
in large numbers until the 1980s when
they were largely pushed away from
the island due to growing unemployment. At around the same time—when
New York City, Chicago, and other
northern cities entered a deindustrialization process—tens of thousands
of northern-based Puerto Ricans
began to gravitate to Central Florida.
The context of the late 20th
century and early 21st century has
radically transformed the very nature of
migration from a permanent one-way
experience to a transnational one, in
which migrants retain manifold ties
with their places of origin and, in some
cases, engage in what is known as circular migration. For example, the typical
mid-century Puerto Rican emigrant—
let’s call him Jacinto—was a single
peasant from a rural town who moved
to the Puerto Rican barrio in New York
and never returned to his homeland. By
contrast, his 1990s counterpart—let’s
call her Yesenia—is a college-educated
urbanite who settled with her family in

The author’s paternal grandmother, María de la
Concepción Lindín, photographed in Havana in the
early 1910s, was born in Xemil, Lugo, Spain in 1892.

Embarking upon the unknown
Photo by Luisa Martínez

I

and political frontier. It offers greater
possibilities for social mobility than are
available to the vast majority of Puerto
Ricans on the island or in northern
urban centers. The frontier character of
Central Florida reduces the rigid hierarchism that plagues most Latin American societies, in which distinguished
surnames and intricate social networks
built around exclusive schools, luxurious
neighborhoods, and private clubs, provide vehicles for further enrichment and
increased power and prestige. Puerto Ricans, many of whom escaped the island
due to a lack of opportunities, recognize

Photo courtesy of Luis Martínez-Fernández

a suburban, middle-class development
in Osceola County and travels twice a
year to the island.
For Jacinto’s generation, scholars
studied Puerto Rican migration through
the lenses of colonialism, labor migration, marginalization, and the formation
of urban enclaves, known as colonias.
But these paradigms are not applicable
for Yesenia’s generation, which is not
part of a structured labor migration nor
composed of marginalized individuals
settling in marginal colonias.
For Yesenia and other Puerto Rican
migrants, the Orlando area is a social

Photo by Celestino Martínez

am a third-generation imMargie, left Puerto Rico so I could pursue
migrant and a recurring emigrant. Like
a Ph.D. at Duke University in North Caromy grandparents and parents before
lina. With plans to return to Puerto Rico
me, I know how it feels to leave home in
upon completion of my degree, we saw the
search of a better life or to pursue freedom.
move as temporary. But it turned out to be
This first-hand knowledge, while painful in
yet another emigration, my third thus far.
many ways, has shaped me as a historian and
Be it nature or nurture, I believe that
given me invaluable insights as I research
I have inherited from my parents and
and write about exile and migration.
grandparents a proclivity to migrate. I
It may also have influenced my own
am comfortable with settling into a new
decision as an adult to move to the United
environment, with being different. And I
States. I ponder whether migrating may be
cherish the fact that I have at least three
learned behavior on my part, or even—I
homes away from home: Havana, Lima,
say this somewhat tongue-in-cheek—a
and San Juan.
The author stands with his father in front of the
propensity dictated by my DNA. After all,
My migration experiences have also
Presidential Palace in Lima, Peru, 1962. His sister Anita
Martínez-Fernández is in the stroller.
geneticists have discovered at least three
influenced my choice of study. It is no
genes that are linked to risk taking; and
coincidence that much of my research
deciding to leave everything behind and
uses a comparative approach, particumoving to an unknown country is, at the
larly among Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the
very least, a risky venture.
Dominican Republic—and among the
My grandparents on my father’s side,
expansionist and imperial mechanisms
Celestino and María de la Concepción,
employed by Spain, Great Britain, and
both left northern Spain in the early 20th
the United States. Some of my writing,
century in search of better opportunities
most certainly autobiographically driven,
in the New World. They met and married
has focused specifically on migration and
in Havana, where they raised a family and
exile, be it the story of a British family in
prospered. Their son—my father, who was
mid-19th century Havana, the experialso named Celestino—married Luisa, my
ences of Cuban exiles settling in Key
mother, and began raising their own family.
West during the 1860s and 1870s, the
This family photo, taken in Havana in 1960, shows the
But in 1962 they made the tough decision
Cuban diaspora since 1959, or, more reauthor as an infant. His maternal grandparents, Luis
Fernández and Lourdes Cisneros, are seated. Standing
to flee Castro’s Cuba. We arrived in Miami
cently, the study of Cuban exiles in South
are his mother, Luisa Martínez (left), and his aunt,
as refugees; and shortly thereafter, respondFlorida and Puerto Rican in-migration to
Mercedes Fernández.
ing to an employment offer from the same
Central Florida.
U.S. corporation for which he had worked in Cuba, my father reloIn pursuing my scholarly work, I feel a particular sensitivity
cated our family to Lima, Peru.
that helps me to understand and empathize with those, who,
In 1970, two years after a leftist military coup brought down the
like my grandparents, my parents, and myself, had to leave the
sitting democratically elected president in Peru, my father decided
places we called home and embark upon the unknown.
that it was time, once again, to pack up and go. This time we moved
to San Juan, Puerto Rico. Sixteen years later, I, along with my wife
—Luis Martínez-Fernández
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Puerto Rican population
in metropolitan Orlando*

Photo courtesy of Luis Martínez-Fernández

1980
1990
2000
2010

The author enjoys lunch with his maternal grandfather, Luis Fernández, at a restaurant in Havana, 1996

9,178
51,847
136,920
256,821**

* Orange, Osceola, and Seminole counties
**This represents about half of the total number of Hispanics in the tri-county region.
Other big Hispanic groups include Mexicans, Cubans, Colombians, and Dominicans.

Puerto Rican population growth
in Florida
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

28,166
94,775
247,010
482,027
847,550

Hispanic population growth in Florida
that in Central Florida individual merit
is a more powerful mechanism than
personal connections to find adequate
employment and acquire and preserve
higher social status.
The opposite is also true: Members of Puerto Rico’s elite are unable
to retain their superior status when
settling in Central Florida—and they
are underrepresented in Puerto Rican
Central Florida. Illustrative of this is
the case of a recent migrant—a man
with a prestigious Basque surname
(let’s call him Beascocheástegui)—
who recalled a conversation he had
on the island as he prepared to move
to Orlando. Tellingly, a friend of his
asked him: “Why are you going to
Orlando? Here you are a Beascocheástegui. There you will be a nobody.”
The electoral power of Puerto
Rican migrants is substantial in the Orlando metropolitan area. Unlike most
Hispanic residents in the region, Puerto
Ricans, as U.S. citizens, are eligible to
vote and run for office. While voter participation among Puerto Ricans is much
lower than on the island, they have
succeeded in elevating several Puerto
Ricans to local elected positions and in
altering the local results of the previous
presidential election.
Local Hispanic political power has
frontier characteristics of its own that
contrast with the cronyism, clientelism,
and hierarchical party-boss system that
function in Puerto Rico. In Orange
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and Osceola counties, Puerto Rican
political leadership is far more open and
fluid. One does not have to be a career
politician or linked to a party machine
to run and be elected to office. An examination of the list of Central Florida
Puerto Ricans who have been elected to
city, county, or state office shows that
they had little, if any, previous political
experience; and most were recent immigrants to Orlando.
Traditionally, Cubans and CubanAmericans, who overwhelmingly vote
Republican, have been Florida’s most
powerful and influential Hispanic
political force. This dominance is being
challenged by the growing number
of Puerto Rican Florida residents, a
predominantly Democratic block. In
2008, Puerto Rican voters constituted
19 percent of the electorate in Orange
County and 32 percent in Osceola;
their votes largely neutralized those
of their South Florida Cuban counterparts, and arguably helped alter the
state results. While Democrat Obama
won the 2008 Florida vote by a modest
3 percent margin, his candidacy won
with a 20-percent margin in Orange and
Osceola counties. It is no surprise that
since 2004, candidates from both parties
have aggressively courted the region’s
Hispanic voters, and national and international media have intensively covered
the topic of Central Florida’s expanding
Hispanic political force.
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Number

1980
1990
2000
2010

% of state 		
population

858,158
1,574,143
2,682,715
4,223,806

8.8%
12.2%
16.8%
22.5%

2010 population breakdown
of Florida Hispanic groups
Cubans
Puerto Ricans
Dominicans
Guatemalans
Other groups

1,213,438
847,550
172,451
83,882
1,221,623

Hispanic undergraduates enrolled
at the University of Central Florida
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010

Number

Percentage*

524
1,031
2,081
3,008
4,394
8,102

4.1%
6.2%
10.1%
10.9%
12.5%
17.0%

*Percent of total undergraduate enrollment at UCF Orlando
and regional campuses
Source UCF, Institutional Research Fact Books

Hispanic-Owned Businesses
1992
1997
2002
2007
2011

Greater Orlando*

Florida

5,518
10, 541
19,687
40, 509
51,030

118,208
193,902
266,688
450,137
510,000

*Seminole, Osceola, Orange, and Lake Counties
Source for 1992-2007: U.S. Economic Census
Estimate for 2011: Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando

Photo courtesy of Patricia Silver

rare, short telegrams
baptized them decades before. Likewise
and phone calls.
huge entourages fly to destination wedThe modern
dings either on the island or in Orlando.
Puerto Rican
And some who die here are shipped for
migrants of Yesenia’s
burial on the island.
generation, however,
The Yesenias, Beascocheásteguis,
have been able to
and the grandchildren of the Jacintos
mitigate some of the
who have joined them in Central
negative impact of
Florida have transformed Orlando and
emigration by maintaining profound
its environs. They have elected Puerto
and intimate ties with their place
Rican county commissioners, members
of origin, what social scientists call
of city assemblies, and state legislators.
“transnationality.” For one, many in
Their purchasing power has prompted
this generation have
the option of returning
to the island—and
some do. Many of the
shipping containers
that bring furniture
and other belongings
to Florida’s coasts
return to the island
with similar cargoes.
Many in Yesenia’s
generation simultaneously inhabit both
places, or conversely,
fully inhabit neither.
Some reside in one
place but work in the
People walk along the harbor in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 2011.
other. There are cases
of Puerto Ricans who
earn their salaries here and pay their
the establishment of numerous Hispanictaxes there or, better yet, pay neither
serving businesses and institutions:
there nor here. Some get sick in
Sabor and Sedano’s supermarkets,
Orlando and seek medical treatment
numerous branches of El Banco Popular,
on the island, where they hold on to
and educational institutions like the
their health insurance. Some live here
Ana G. Méndez University System and
but collect unemployment checks in
Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico,
New York. Some reside in Central
to mention but three areas. And they
Florida but vote in Puerto Rico. Many
have contributed to Central Florida’s
children spend their summer vacations
growth and development as librarians
on the island, or vice-versa; and not
and locksmiths, lawyers and laundromat
a few send monetary remittances to
operators, receptionists and rocket
their relatives on the island.
scientists. Given their growing numbers,
Life’s major markers are also
their presence and social and cultural
touched and transformed by transinfluences are bound to continue growing
nationality. Some women choose to
for decades to come.
give birth on the island, where their
extended families provide support and
LUIS MARTÍNEZ-FERNÁNDEZ, professor
their insurance covers most expenses.
of history at the University of Central Florida
in Orlando, is the author of several books on
Some parents travel to have their
Caribbean history, including Fighting Slavery
children baptized at their old parishes
in the Caribbean and the forthcoming Cuba in
in the Bronx by the same priests who

Casa de Puerto Rico (clubhouse shown above) and
Asociación Borinqueña are among the Puerto Rican
community organizations in Orlando.

The facility with which Puerto
Ricans enter and leave the United
States, the low cost of flying from and
to Puerto Rico, and technological
advances such as Internet communications and Skype have profoundly altered
the nature of migration. The experience
of my grandparents illustrates these
changes: Celestino and María de la
Concepción left Spain bound for Cuba
in the early years of the 20th century
and crossed a Rubicon of sorts: There
was no looking back, let alone going
back. Ocean travel was extraordinarily
expensive, and so were transatlantic
communications; letters were infrequent and they eventually lost contact
with their homeland and their families.
For the Jacintos of the world, who
migrated from Puerto Rico to northern
U.S. cities in the 1940s and 1950s, the
break with the homeland may have not
been as terminal and severe but, in the
vast majority of cases, those who left
never returned; there may have been a
once-in-a-lifetime trip to the ancestral
home, occasional letters crisscrossing between the island and the mainland; and

A view of buildings in Old San Juan, Puerto Rico, in 2011.
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Humanities Board elects new members
The Florida Humanities Council Board has
elected eight new members. In addition, it
has re-elected members Mary Anne Hodel
and Margo Stringfield to their second
three-year terms. The new members, who
will serve until September 2014, are:
Charles W. Clary
III of Destin,
an architect and
the first of his
profession to serve
in the Florida
Senate. Clary is
active in the daily
management of
DAG Architects,
which was named
Clary
“Firm of the Year”
in 2007 by the Florida Association of
the American Institute of Architects.
Honored twice by the Florida AIA for his
professional achievements, Clary has also
been involved in many historical, cultural,
and long-range planning projects in the
Northwest Florida region.
José Fernández
of Orlando is
founder of the
Florida Compass
Group, a firm that
advises domestic
and international
clients in
marketing
strategy. He also
is a managing
Fernández
partner in Blue
Beetle Energy, a clean-energy development
company. Fernández has worked for the
City of Orlando in several administrative
positions, served on various community
boards, and in 2007 was named one of the
top 40 Central Florida business executives
under age 40.
Kerry G. Kirschner
of Sarasota is
former mayor
of Sarasota and
executive director
of The Argus
Foundation, a
nonprofit public
policy organization

of 165 business leaders in southwest
Florida. He previously was marketing and
development director at Mote Marine
Laboratory and a city commissioner
in Sarasota. Kirschner has served on
numerous boards, including the Sarasota
County Arts Council.

provost of New World School of the
Arts. Her involvement in college and
community activities includes serving
as a committee chair for the Miami
Book Fair International and organizer
and chair of the IFE-ILE Afro Cuban
Festival in Miami.

Osvaldo Monzon
of Stuart is
deputy director
of the Historical
Society of Martin
County and its
two museums, The
Elliott Museum
and Gilbert’s Bar
House of Refuge.
His background in
Monzon
arts and cultural
organizations includes a stint with the
Guggenheim Museum in New York.
Currently a consultant with JP Inc. in
Palm Beach, he is responsible for the
selection, purchase, and placement of
artwork for high-end design projects.

Robert Taylor
of Palm Bay is
professor of history
and head of the
Humanities and
Communications
Department at the
Florida Institute
of Technology.
Taylor is President
Emeritus of the
Taylor
Florida Historical
Society and a former board member
of the Rossetter Trust. He has served
on the Brevard County Historical
Commission and on the Selective
Service System board in Brevard. He is
the author or editor of seven books.

Nancy Kason
Poulson of Fort
Lauderdale is
professor of
Spanish and Latin
American Studies
at Florida Atlantic
University.
Poulson serves
on the editorial
advisory board
Poulson
of the University
Press of Florida and has been a principal
investigator for a national initiative that
helps diverse and under-represented
students succeed in higher education.
She is the author of numerous books and
articles.

Samuel H. Vickers of Jacksonville,
founder, owner, and CEO of Design
Containers Inc., has served on
and chaired numerous cultural,
educational,
and business
boards.
Named one
of the top
100 private
collectors of
American
art by Arts
and Antiques
magazine,
he and his
Vickers
wife Robbie
have an extensive collection of
Florida art. The Sam and Robbie
Vickers Florida Collection was the
principal art exhibition for the Florida
sesquicentennial.

Mercedes Quiroga
of Miami Shores
is president of
Broward College.
Previously she
was president
of the Wolfson
Campus of Miami
Dade College
and president and

Kirschner
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Viva Florida 500 featured
at Washington reception

Pictured at the Florida House are (from left) Pierce Schuessler and Sandy Shaughnessy of the Florida
Department of State; J. Michael Francis, history professor at the University of North Florida; Margo Stringfield,
Humanities Council Board member; Secretary of State Kurt Browning; Humanities Council consultants
Lena Juarez and Andy McLeod; Janine Farver, Humanities Council executive director; Steve Seibert,
Humanities Council board member; and Rachel Porter of the state department.

Humanities teen academies to begin this summer
How do movies, music, poetry, art, and
other cultural expressions help teens
form their personal identities? Do
today’s adolescents see classic comingof-age films and novels as relevant to
their experience? These are among
the provocative questions that our
Teaching Florida program will explore
this summer at its first Teen Academy,
a weeklong workshop for academically
talented high school students.
Teachers can nominate rising juniors
and seniors to attend this residential
workshop, which will include visits to
cultural sites, interaction with civic and
cultural leaders, presentations by writers
and artists, viewing films, reading,
writing, discussion, and lots of analysis.
It will be held June 24-29 at Eckerd
College in St. Petersburg.

In offering this workshop to teens,
Teaching Florida is broadening its
reach. However, its primary mission
will continue to be providing contentrich professional-development
seminars for Florida’s K-12 teachers.

We recently joined Florida Secretary of
State Kurt Browning in introducing Viva
Florida 500 at a reception for the state’s
Congressional delegation in Washington,
D.C. The event, held at the Florida
House, the state’s “embassy” on Capitol
Hill, featured plans to commemorate
Florida’s upcoming 500th anniversary and
its multicultural history.

Florida teachers, check out our
roster of summer seminars
We’re offering several stimulating teachers’
seminars this summer, including the newly
created “Earth Ethics,” an exploration of
human interaction with and impact on the
natural environment. Our seminars provide
a collegial forum for teachers to exchange
ideas and strategies with their peers and
distinguished professors during a five-day
program; meals, materials, and lodging
provided at no cost to participants.

Like its teachers’ seminars, the Teen
Academy workshops will be crossdisciplinary and led by distinguished
Florida scholars. Students will explore their
own experiences through the lenses of the
humanities and will have the opportunity
to interact with scholars and explore
university life with an eye toward possible
pursuit of college humanities degrees.
For information, contact
Diane Wakeman, dwakeman@flahum.org,
or phone (727) 873-2013

In-service points are awarded for all
workshops through participants’ districts.
More information on each seminar is
available on our website, floridahumanities.
org, but here is this summer’s line up:

June 10–14 and June 17–21

“Between Columbus and Jamestown:
Spanish St. Augustine”

JUNE 24–29

“The Civil War in Northeast Florida
and Southeast Georgia”

Upcoming grant deadlines
for public humanities projects
Grants are available for Florida community organizations
interested in designing and implementing public humanities
projects. Complete details and application materials are
available on our website at floridahumanities.org/grants.

July 9–13

“Earth Ethics: Florida Perspectives”

July 16–20

Application deadlines are:

“Jump at the Sun: Zora Neale Hurston
and her Eatonville Roots”

Mini-Grants (up to $2,000)

July 23–27

May 1, July 1, Sept. 1

Museum on Main Street (up to $10,000)
Partnership Grants (up to $8,000)
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“Tribal Traditions in the Modern
World: The Seminole Tribe, their
Voices and their Stories”
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Stetson Kennedy relaxes at Big Talbot Island in 2000.

A legend and his legacy
By Peter B. Gallagher

The last time I saw Stetson Kennedy was Sunday morning July 10, 2011,
in the coffee shop next to Anastasia Books, a store owned by his wife Sandra Parks in old
St. Augustine. One could find Stetson there a lot of mornings,
holding court with friends and fans, resting his froggy legs after
taking his spirited constitutional from their nearby cottage. A friend
and I were passing through town—more than enough reason to look
up Florida’s legendary civil rights champion, that raging renaissance
Cracker who kicked oppression in the ass every day of his life. My
encounters with this great man over the 25 years I knew him are
highlights of my life.
Kennedy in the 1940s.
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The man who scolded Congress,
faced down the FBI, and ran roughshod
over bigotry now needed a walker.
Come to think of it, only a few months
before, he had called to ask my help in
writing an inscription for a plaque he
wanted to present to Seminole Chief
James Billie, naming him recipient
of the Stetson Kennedy Foundation
Fellow Man and Mother Earth Award.
I was taken aback. “But Stetson,” I
interrupted. “We already did that. You
gave him the award a year ago!”
There was a long silence. Finally he
said, simply, “Ninety-four.”
“Uh…what?” I didn’t get it at first.
“Ninety-four,” he repeated. And we
both had a good hearty laugh.
That last time in the coffee shop,
as Stetson sat there, cane balanced on
the corner of the table, sipping his joe,
it would never have occurred to me to
describe this timeless Southern gent as
an old man. Twinkles sparkled from his
puffy red eyes when we walked in. The
handshake was firm and sinewy as the

neck of a rattlesnake. He was all spry
and wiry in a white guayabera and an
odd wrinkled ball cap adorned with a
National Airlines patch.
I knew better than to ask him a
dumb question like “Where’d you get
that cap?” because he would say, “I
picked it up off the ground on the way
over here. Why, did you lose it?” or
“Ramblin’ Jack left it at the house. You
want it?”
Such was the way he dismissed
what he considered life’s unimportant
details. He really wasn’t sure, for
example, if Sandra was his sixth or
seventh wife. What’s the big deal?
“That’s for the historians to figure out,”
was one of his favorite sayings.
Never have I encountered any
person with so much absolutely vital
and critically important information
crammed inside his brain. He wrote and
wrote and researched and collected, all
the way to the very day they carried him
to Baptist Medical Center South in
St. Augustine, where he died.

Photo by Peter B. Gallagher

Photo courtesy StetsonKennedy.com

How glad I am that we stopped
that morning to see him. No one really
knew then, but Stetson Kennedy was
dying. They diagnosed it later as a subdural hematoma—blood leaking onto
the surface of the brain. He had less
than two months.
But oh how we marveled
at the man after our visit. How
great the 94-year-old word wizard
looked, sharp as a catfish barb,
strong as a Florida Cracker cow. The
nonagenarian still had that aura of
cunning and intuition swirling in
the atmosphere of his presence.
“Whenever he was around people,
he could muster up the old glow,” his
wife said later. “But he was failing.
Failing fast.” Sandra Parks—business
owner, educator, social activist, and
student of Florida culture—was
Stetson’s guardian angel the last decade
of his life. She noted that even the pure
oxygen he breathed through a machine
while sleeping each night was not doing
the trick.

Kennedy at his desk in 1991, surrounded by books, headlines, clippings, and posters.

Kennedy chats with wife Sandra Parks last July in her
St. Augustine bookstore, Anastasia Books.
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Stetson Kennedy, he’s that man;
Walks and talks across our land;
Talkin’ out against the Ku Klux Klan.
For every fiery cross and note;
I’ll get Kennedy a hundred votes.
Legendary folksinger Woody Guthrie plays his guitar while sitting on a log, dangling his feet in Beluthahatchee Lake, during a visit with Kennedy in 1953.
Guthrie wrote a campaign song for Kennedy’s 1950 Florida write-in campaign for U.S. Senate. An excerpt from the song, titled “Stetson Kennedy,” is above.

In a 70-year career, Stetson
published 10 books—including the
landmark classics Palmetto Country,
Southern Exposure, and The Klan
Unmasked. He also wrote thousands of
articles, speeches, and journals about
civil rights, environmental stewardship,
and the preservation of folk culture.
And still he had barely scratched the
surface of sharing what he knew. At the
end, he was the subject of all manner
of oral-history projects, as historians,
fearing his advancing age and slowing
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pen, desperately tried to preserve his
memories on voice recorders.
When a 94-year-old dies cancerfree and without heart disease, people
usually ascribe it to old age. Stetson was
notoriously accident-prone and may
have fallen, causing the intracranial
bleeding that ultimately killed him. But
I prefer to believe it was brought on by
the uncommon strain on his thought
capacity. “A brain is a finite organ,” he
once said. “There is only room in there
for so much information. I’m full, man.
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I got to be careful. Every time I put
something in one side to remember,
something important falls out the
other end.”
In other words, don’t ask the
man where he got his damn cap. Ask
him about his experiences in the
1930s with Zora Neale Hurston—
Florida novelist, memoirist,
anthropologist, and folklorist. She
worked with him in the Federal
Writers’ Project of the Works
Progress Administration (WPA), and

Stetson occasionally accompanied her
on folklore-collecting trips to the jook
joints and turpentine camps of Central
Florida. Sometimes he disguised himself
in blackface to avoid the dangers that
might befall a white man and black
woman riding in the same car during
that era.
Ask him about his travels with
ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax—a
lifelong friend, first to record bluesgreats Muddy Waters and Leadbelly, a
legendary field collector who traveled
the back roads to prison camps,
honkytonks, and churches in the United
States, Great Britain, Ireland, the
Caribbean, Italy, and Spain, recording
thousands of folk songs and artist
interviews.
Ask him about his adventures
with Woody Guthrie, the father of
contemporary American folk music and
composer of its national anthem “This
Land Is Your Land,” who spent many
winters writing poems and songs while
living at Beluthahatchee—Stetson’s
family home in Switzerland, near Fruit
Cove west of St. Augustine.
Ask him about the two years he
spent in the ’40s infiltrating the Ku
Klux Klan, described in detail in his
1954 book I Rode with the Ku Klux
Klan (rereleased in 1990 as The Klan
Unmasked). Ask him about the death
threats, the firebombing of his house,
the ambivalence of the FBI, his eventual
exile from the United States to escape
the hate group’s retaliation for the
reporting that took it down.
Stetson was best known for this
and his other work in civil rights. Many
people don’t know that he was also a
pioneer folklore collector during the
first half of the 20th century. His “belief
in the dignity of the South’s battered
sharecroppers, migrant laborers, and
turpentine workers made him the
region’s most sensitive and effective
folklorist,” said University of Florida
professor Paul Ortiz, who describes
Stetson as “an epic bard of the South.”
As a folklorist, Stetson specialized
in native Florida music and mores. He
maintained close ties with dozens of
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musicians, from Florida folk patriarch
Frank Thomas and national folkie
Ramblin’ Jack Elliott to Arlo Guthrie
(son of Woody), icon Pete Seeger and
Wilco’s Billy Bragg—all well known
social activists.
Over the years Stetson was lauded
for his work and accomplishments,
but he was uncomfortable with
the attention brought by fame. He
preferred to call himself a “po-folkist.”
He received the Florida Folk Heritage
Award, the Florida Governor’s
Heartland Award, and the NAACP
Freedom Award. He was also inducted
into the Florida Artist’s Hall of Fame
and received an honorary doctorate
from the University of North Florida.
The nation’s top award for oral
historians is called the Stetson Kennedy
Vox Populi Annual Award.
He was always much in demand
as a speaker and could go for hours,
virtually nonstop, regaling any-size
audience in that signature southernfried-possum voice of his. And
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Museum of Science
& Industry (MOSI)
Tampa

although that voice became weak in
his later years, if you strained to hear
it the reward was immense. Pulling no
punches, he would admit he still grieved
and seethed over the 1951 Christmas
Day bombing murder of his friends,
Florida civil rights pioneers Harry T.
and Harriette V. Moore. This remains
an unsolved hate crime.
Stetson Kennedy was a charter
member in the pantheon of journalists,
artists, and alternative pundits of the
1940s and ’50s who were adversarial,
fiery, and uncompromising in their
campaigns for reform and change:
• Throughout the late ’40s, he
regularly leaked sensational Klan
secrets to noted Washington Post
columnist Drew Pearson, who
agreed to keep Stetson’s identity
anonymous. Intending to demystify the Klan’s mystique and
cripple its recruiting, Stetson also
leaked the ridiculous secret code
words and details of childish Klan
rituals to writers of the popular
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“Superman” radio program in
1946; this resulted in several
powerful episodes of “Clan of
the Fiery Cross,” in which the
man of steel took on the Klan,
an astounding anti-Klan radio
manifesto heard by millions of
listeners across the country.
• Southern writer Erskine Caldwell,
a lifelong friend and author of
Tobacco Road and God’s Little Acre,
edited Stetson’s folklore classic
Palmetto Country.
• French existentialist philosopher
and writer Jean-Paul Sartre helped
Stetson during the 1950s when
death threats and a fire-bomb
attack sent him into years of
self-imposed exile in Paris. So
controversial was Stetson’s civilrights work that Sartre was the
only one to help him publish the
Jim Crow Guide to the U.S.A.
Simone de Beauvoir edited the
manuscript. Stetson’s books pulled
the hoods off the KKK before a
shocked nation and world. After
Stetson received numerous threats,
the FBI, which never particularly
liked outspoken activists, was
forced to protect him.
Stetson was also friends with other
thinkers and writers of that period,
including Florida novelist Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings, author of The
Yearling and Cross Creek, who taught
him in a writing class at the University
of Florida and became a lifelong friend.
Two months before my last
meeting with Stetson, a group of us
from WMNF public-radio station
(which broadcasts to the Tampa Bay
region) visited with Stetson for hours
at Beluthahatchee. We listened as he
reconstructed compelling conversations
and episodes with Woody Guthrie.
Hand-written signs saying “Don’t forget
to drink your water!” hung in every
room, one of them beneath a framed
poem about Florida that Guthrie had
scrawled more than a half-century ago.
As we talked, the droning sound
of a helicopter in the distance seemed
to startle Stetson. It stirred up a
surveillance paranoia he inherited from
Guthrie, who, just like Stetson, was a
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Questions raised about Klan exposé
Allegations surfaced in 2006 that Stetson Kennedy embellished his first-person
account of infiltrating the Ku Klux Klan in his 1954 exposé I Rode with the Ku Klux
Klan (re-released in 1990 as The Klan UnMasked). Kennedy admitted that this narrative
included some events that a Klan informant had described to him. He said he’d never
been secretive about this and had protected his informant’s identity.
Peggy Bulger, Florida’s State Folklorist from 1976 to 1989, who wrote her doctoral
dissertation on Kennedy and interviewed him many times, said that he was always
candid about this. Bulger, now director of the American Folklife Center at the Library of
Congress, said he wrote the book this way in part to make the narrative more compelling,
like a Mickey Spillane novel, and that such embellishment was common in the 1940s
when he wrote it. “He actually did infiltrate the Klan to do this work,” she said. “He was
always upfront, he never lied.”
Kennedy told Jacksonville’s Florida Times-Union in 2006, “I wanted to show what
was happening at the time. Who gives a damn how it’s written? It is the one and only
document of the working Klan.” He added that in retrospect he wished he’d included an
introduction explaining his strategy for telling the story.
After Kennedy’s death, Paul Ortiz, history professor and director of the Samuel
Proctor Oral History Program at the University of Florida, wrote, “It is easy to forget that
when Stetson first infiltrated the Ku Klux Klan it occupied a storied place in the white
American imagination. Hollywood films from Birth of a Nation to Gone with the Wind
promoted reverence for the ‘Hooded Americans’…Stetson did as much as any writer or
activist in history to thoroughly discredit the Klan and to demonstrate to the public that
this was an organization dedicated more to the principles of Nazism than Americanism.”
—Barbara O’Reilley, FORUM editor
To see a complete list of Stetson Kennedy’s books—and to read a fascinating analysis by Paul Ortiz about the
impact of Kennedy’s work, go to our website, FloridaHumanities.org.

Photo by Peter B. Gallagher
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Kennedy consoles a woman who sought him out at a St. Augustine coffee shop last July to tell him that her
son was critically injured by a hit-and-run driver as he walked along a road near his neighborhood. Kennedy
planned to investigate the incident.
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“Whenever Woody was staying here,
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the helicopters flew by every day,”
Stetson laughed. “We figured they
An overview of the traditional, changing folklife
were all upset that Woody Guthrie and
from a vibrant southern state
Stetson Kennedy were hanging out
together. I guess they wanted to know
Contributions from Katherine Borland,
what sort of revolution to overthrow
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the government we two subversives
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worried Woody might get drunk and
H. Loomis, Jerrilyn McGregory, Martha
take the rifle and start shooting. Little
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did they know, the most subversive
Stephen Stuempfle, and Anna Lomax Wood
thing we ever did was drink and laugh
a lot!”
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charter in 1947. For more than half a
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before numerous grand juries,
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Congressional hearings, and local
inquisitions on myriad subjects ranging
Discover
The Nation’s Oldest City
from Klan bombings to violence
preventing black citizens from voting.
He never slowed down.
During Stetson’s last year, “we were
everywhere,” Sandra said with awe:
He gave speeches at the Florida
Historical Society’s annual meeting
in Jacksonville, the Oral History
Association in Atlanta, and the St.
Petersburg Museum of History. He
went to Tallahassee and successfully
lobbied state officials to nominate
sustainability architect Robert Broward
to the Florida Artist’s Hall of Fame.
He gave a fiery speech, then marched
with the Immokalee Farm Workers
Coalition in Hillsborough County. He
marched at the One Nation Working
Together Rally in Washington D.C.,
where he ran into Kerry Kennedy,
daughter of Robert F. Kennedy.
Impressed with his verve, audacity, and
determination, she told him, “Stetson, I
think we will claim you as a cousin.”
“A kissing cousin, I hope” was his
winking reply.

The Florida Folklife Reader
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Kennedy’s daughter, Jill Bowen, spreads his ashes on Beluthahatchee Lake after his memorial service, October 1, 2011.
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when he was here,” she said. His latest
book, The Florida Slave, was just
published. A documentary film of his
life, Klandestine Man, is in production.
Two more books, including his
autobiography, Dissident At Large, will
have to be finished. She just returned
from Washington D.C., where the
Smithsonian accepted her donation of
Stetson’s Klan robe. She gave a speech,
in his place, at a civil-rights gathering.
The phone rings nonstop.

“Stetson Kennedy’s not gone. He’s
everywhere,” she smiles. “Now he’s
watching us. That’s the way he always
wanted it.”
PETER B. GALLAGHER, a Special Projects
Writer with the Seminole Tribe of Florida,
is a 2010 recipient of the Stetson Kennedy
Foundation Fellow Man and Mother Earth
Award. A lyricist and musician, he also hosts
a weekly radio program featuring Florida folk
music and performers.
Photo courtesy of Peter B. Gallagher

At this Washington rally,
Sandra remembered, “He was
hanging out and inspiring young
black people. He had them going.
He marched up the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial, followed by
cameras, the Internet, and freespeech TV. He was doing that which
he did best.”
At his last public appearance,
two weeks before his death, Stetson
addressed (actually scolded)
the Florida House Redistricting
Committee for what he perceived as
closet racism: “Gerrymandering is to
the 21st century what the poll tax was
to the 20th century!”
“He said he would go until he
dropped,” said Sandra. “And he did.”
He died on Aug 27, 2011. He still
had a year to go on his Florida driver’s
license. A month later, according to
his wishes, a party commenced. It
was a daylong celebration of his life,
featuring testimonials mixed with his
beloved Florida folk music. Afterward,
as he had requested, his ashes were
scattered along the mystic cypress
waters of Lake Beluthahatchee.
Just as it was hard to think of
spry Stetson Kennedy as an old man,
it is hard to imagine that he is gone.
For Sandra Parks, it is especially
hard. “I am working harder now
on Stetson Kennedy projects than

Kennedy and author Peter B. Gallagher during their last meeting, July 10, 2011.
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Smithsonian Exhibition

Journey Stories
Plant City Photo Archives
& History Center
106 South Evers Street,
Plant City, Florida 33563 Phone
813.754.1578
www.plantcityphotoarchives.org

May 26 through July 7, 2012

VISIT

APALACHICOLA

MUSEUMS
Raney House Museum

www. apalachicolahistoricalsociety.org

Raney House Museum

Apalachicola Maritime Museum

John Gorrie Museum

Historic Orman House

Apalachicola Maritime Museum
www.ammfl.org

John Gorrie Museum
www.fofcsp.org

Historic Orman House
www.fofcsp.org

Tourist Development Council
anat
ura
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Paid for, in part, by the Franklin County TDC . anaturalescape.com
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Polk Museum of Art
Albert Paley:
Sketches & Steel
March 31-June 23, 2012
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www.PolkMuseumofArt.org
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By William Culyer Hall

Photos courtesy of William Culyer Hall

O

ne steamy Friday
morning three years ago,
as I finished my first six lawncare jobs of the day, I began to feel I was
being watched. I scanned the residential
street where I was working and saw a
pair of olive-skinned, dark-haired men
eyeing my every move from the cab of
an old pickup. Their truck was a multicolored, tag-less Ford with lawn and
garden equipment in its bed.
Suspicious of their intentions, I
watched them in my rearview mirror as
I drove down the street to my next stop.
I had scarcely pulled away when both
men exited their truck and began visiting the homes I’d just left. I wondered
what they were up to and later returned
to investigate. I discovered they’d left
their business cards with my customers.
“Whatever you’re paying now, we’ll do
it for less,” their cards said, listing a Hispanic company name unfamiliar to me.
Was I angry about this intrusion?
You bet I was. I’ve worked hard building a business over the past 20 years to
support my family, too hard to easily
accept newcomers, people from another
country, bent on taking my livelihood.
Yes, this incident upset me, but it also
forced me to face a concern I’ve had for
years. It showed me I have some deep
and sometimes contradictory feelings
about what has been happening to
Florida throughout my life.
As a native Floridian, I’ve had to
get used to a steady flow of new people
entering my realm, people not only
from out-of-state but a plethora of
28
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The author is an infant in this 1948 photo with his parents, Ina and William Culyer Hall, at the family home in
Medulla outside of Lakeland. His sister Allison stands in front.

foreign countries as well. I recognize
that the millions who’ve relocated to
Florida during my time, regardless of
their origin, undoubtedly came here
seeking better lives. Since I have never
had the urge to move elsewhere, relating to this concept is not easy for me.
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Yet I completely understand why they
have come: They want what I grew up
with—my own version of paradise. On
the other hand, I can’t help but see their
growing presence as a threat, not only
to my way of life, but also to the Florida
of my youth. This leaves me longing

for what I once had. The Florida that
shaped me, that formed thought patterns and beliefs uniquely my own, now
exists only in my memory.
I was born in Lakeland and moved
with my family at the age of four to
the yet sparsely settled countryside
southwest of town, the outskirts of the
small community of Medulla. The year
was 1951. My folks had built a modest three-bedroom home situated on
40 acres lying along the north prong
of the Alafia River. Our new home
was truly remote with only a handful
of distant neighbors, some of whom
were yet living without electricity and
indoor plumbing. The nearest paved
road was five miles away. Save for our
one-acre, sandspur-filled yard, the land
was initially pristine, lush with wiregrass
and palmetto and pine and moss-laden

live oak, home to a
myriad of mammals,
birds, and reptiles, a
veritable wonderland
of mystery and adventure for a young
boy like myself.
We’d surely found
our very own Eden.
For the next dozen years I lived
an ongoing adventure with fishing rod
or rifle in hand, barefoot and carefree,
developing a deep love for the woods
and water of a quiet world while passing the days with a few close friends,
native Floridians like myself. In fact,
it’s my best recollection that everyone I
interacted with in those early years was
native to the state. Then as time passed
and former luxuries such as electricity
and air conditioning became com-

The author poses for an Easter photo, 1950.

monplace, I began to experience what
would ultimately be a chronic fact of
life: a constant influx of new people.
Events, both foreign and domestic, brought Florida an acceleration of growth and cultural change I
never dreamed possible: the Cuban
Revolution; the space program; and,
of course, Disney World, to name a
few. The population growth produced

Hunters hold their quarry, a bobcat, as they pose with their hounds south of Lakeland in an area known as the Highlands. The author’s father is second from right.
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The author’s father, second from right, poses with others in front of a cargo plane at Lakeland’s Lodwick Airport in 1941.

by these milestone events, along with
many lesser evolutions to follow, have
been erasing the Florida ingrained in my
psyche at a seemingly ever-accelerating
pace. Do these changes sadden me? Of
course they do, but I try not to let them
make me bitter. I realize that, like every
other resident of the state, I have no
right to be bitter.
Six decades ago when my family
moved to our small home on 40 acres
we immediately set about altering the
land for our personal gain: We cut timber and cleared half of the property for
cattle, horses, and citrus in the first year.
Soon the natural beauty we’d so adored
was gone, having been replaced by the
inevitably less-appealing handiwork
of man. But I don’t fault my parents
for this action. How can I? They were
only doing what we all do, what I too
have done throughout my adult life to
stay afloat amid Florida’s rising tide of
humanity. So I’m no innocent bystander
myself. I’m as much to blame as most
for the dimming of so many facets of
this land I love. Like everyone else who
witnessed it, I contributed to its decline.
But recognizing my role in the evolution of modern Florida doesn’t make it
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any easier to accept the incessant transformation brought about by newcomers and the threat they represent to my
worldview and livelihood.
I’m no longer angry with the two
men who tried to cut into my business.
The feeling faded when none of my
customers jumped ship. Since that first
encounter, these men have become a fixture in my weekly routine. They’ve built
their own customer base, and our paths
often cross as we, each in our own way,
go about trying to earn a living. Much
to my chagrin, I was wrong in assessing
them as meddling interlopers. They are
good, hard-working people. They’ve
connected me with customers that
didn’t fit their schedule, and I’ve done
the same for them. In
short, we respect one
another.
But don’t get me
wrong. Even though
I begrudgingly admit
to looking forward
to their warm smiles
and friendly waves,
their friendship, I still
loathe the change their
presence represents. I
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don’t say this to
offend anyone.
I’m just trying
to be honest,
trying to relate
how this old
Floridian feels
about being supThe author in first grade
planted, about
in Medulla.
having to watch
his world vanish. We who remember a
simpler, less-crowded Florida can but
mourn our loss while striving to preserve
what remains of our unique state. It’s
the least we can do, I think, considering
how fortunate we are to have known a
Florida now lost in the fog of progress, a
paradise we sadly outgrew.
WILLIAM CULYER HALL,
a fifth-generation Floridian,
won the Gold Medal for popular
fiction in the 2011 Florida Book
Award competition for his novel,
The Trouble with Panthers, a
story about a cattle-ranching
family struggling through a
generational transition as
Florida changes.

Museum and Shop hours:

Monday–Friday 9:00 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Third Thursday 5:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Sunday & Holidays Noon–4:30 p.m.

For more info, call

share, learn,

&

850.245.6400
850.245.6396
open 7 days a week / free parking
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Experience a unique
selection of regional art,
best Florida books,
State Seal gifts and
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Exhibit Calendar:

BLACK WINGS: AMERICAN DREAMS OF FLIGHT
Now - until April 22, 2012
Black Wings tells the inspirational stories of African Americans
in aviation history. The exhibit is organized by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES) in collaboration
with the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum. The
exhibit is made possible by the generous support of
MetLife Foundation
New Permanent Exhibit Opening
Forever Changed: La Florida, 1513–1821
March 3, 2012
Sailors, Ships, and Shipwrecks: Florida in the Civil War
April 27–August 5, 2012
For a complete list of events and programs, please visit
WWW.MUSEUMOFFLORIDAHISTORY.COM

n
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w
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Every purchase supports the
Museum of Florida History’s programs.

Florida’s History Shop
3 locations or shop online
www.floridashistoryshop.com

850.245.6396

Museum of Florida History
R. A. Gray Building
500 South Bronough Street
Tallahassee, Florida
850.245.6400

JOIN THE FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUMS OF FLORIDA HISTORY AND SAVE 10% ALL YEAR LONG!

By Lani Friend

“How hard it is to escape from places. However carefully one goes, they hold you—you leave little
bits of yourself fluttering on the fences—little rags and shreds of your very life.”
—Katherine Mansfield, Early 20th-century writer/New Zealand

W

spring, he would fire several rounds
into the water sending scores of snakes
slithering off the leather-leaf ferns and
streaking up the retaining wall.
Sanford, the sleepy farm village
across the lake, was our gateway to
civilization. It was where we went to
catch the latest John Wayne movie at the

Ritz or pick up supplies for the cabin
at McCrory’s 5 & 10. My mother
and I shopped for clothes at Cowan’s
or Rojay’s and had fountain sodas at
Touchton’s while my Dad went to the
Navy Exchange at Sanford NAS.
During Christmas holidays,
I would be arrayed in taffeta with
matching hair ribbons and frilly socks
and sit in the backseat of our station
wagon as my father drove around the
lake to the stately Hotel Mayfair. There
my parents and I dined in elegance
amid linens and silver, chandeliers, and
wait staff.
In its heyday during the 1930s,
the Mayfair was a winter retreat
for celebrities like actress Tallulah
Bankhead, author Thornton Wilder,
millionaire H.L. Hunt, and, some say,
Al Capone. The hotel put Sanford on
the map and operated until 1963 when
the Sanford Naval Academy School for
Photo by Mike Fincher of Volusia County Parks, Recreation, and Culture Dept.

hen my Dad was
stationed at the
Navy base in Jacksonville
in the late 1950s, we would escape on
weekends to our wilderness retreat
at Green Springs, a pristine natural
refuge. It was located in Enterprise on
Lake Monroe about 30 miles north of
Orlando—before the nearby city of
Deltona had been thought of.
We lived in an old caretaker’s cabin
next to a field where deer and turkey
foraged at dusk, and wild boar rooted
noisily for acorns. Every morning my
father had to clear snakes off the screen
door to get out. They were everywhere—corals under the oak leaves,
moccasins by the spring, pygmy rattlers
in the pine straw. My Dad carried his
“over under” shotgun everywhere, and
throughout the day random blasts
would signal his location. Before my
friends and I swam in the green sulphur

A view of Green Springs in the summer.
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Image courtesy of Sanford Museum

Photo courtesy of Sanford Museum

The town of Sanford was named for
19th-century businessman Henry
Shelton Sanford, posing here with
his wife Gertrude.
The Hotel Mayfair, shown in 1944, was a retreat for celebrities.

The author (at right) with her pet cow, Peggy Sue,
and some of her childhood friends.

under a wide-brimmed hat, Miss Doris
would pile us into her Chevy coupe and
drive, lurching around the lake, to the
farm fields south of Celery Avenue. We
would scramble out to the rows of beans
or berries, not to return until our bags
were full.
The Sanford Zoo, with its ropeladdered Monkey Island, was a mandatory stop on childhood outings. It
was started in 1923 with injured wild
animals that people had dropped off
at the fire department. As it grew, local
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farmers and restaurants donated food,
and city prisoners fed and cleaned up
after a hundred animals. For years our
sleep was punctuated by the caterwauling of the lions from across the lake.
In 1975 all of the animals—including birds, monkeys, elephants, hippos,
and large cats—were moved to the new
100-acre Central Florida Zoological
Park a few miles west on the lakefront.
That was under the direction of Jack
Hanna before he became internationally known as an animal expert with a
syndicated television show.
On the east side, the town’s beginnings were commemorated at Fort
Mellon Park. The St. Augustine News
reported in 1842 that prospective settlers had landed with “children, dogs
fighting, pigs squealing, geese quacking, turkeys gobbling…some of the old
women scolding, two or more fiddles
screaking at intervals, occasionally
steam blowing off.”
Sanford got its name from Henry
Shelton Sanford, a Connecticut Yankee
who was a diplomat and wealthy businessmen of the 19th century. In 1870
he purchased 23,000 acres near the lake
to start an orange-growing community.
“Sanford introduced 149 varieties of
citrus, leading to the development of
the Florida citrus industry,” says Alicia
Clarke, curator of the Sanford Museum.
“He also saw the potential of the river
as a superhighway of the time and billed
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his town the Gate City of South Florida.
People would get off the steamboats at
Sanford and continue south by train.”
But his efforts ultimately failed. His
wife Gertrude was so disillusioned with
his monetary schemes that she called
Florida “a vampire that…sucked the repose & the beauty & the dignity & cheerfulness out of our lives.” Their stories
can be found at the Sanford Museum,
a building with front columns adorned
by sculpted bunches of green celery—a
nod to the town’s nickname, Celery City.
This name was acquired after the Great
Freeze of 1894-95 drove citrus south, and
local famers turned to vegetable crops.

Photo: Central Florida Memory Project

Photo courtesy of Lani Friend

Boys took over. Now it’s the headquarters for a publisher of New Testament
translations.
Our property at Green Springs
adjoined Thornby, a 70-acre estate dating from the twenties. Miss Doris Faber,
once the owners’ caregiver, took in
local kids to help with chores. Stooped

Workers on a Sanford lettuce farm in 1908.

It became the celery capital of the world
and one of the largest vegetable shipping
centers in the nation.
By the 1880s Sanford was a prosperous town with three steamboat piers, a
railway terminus for the South Florida
Railroad, and a 200-room hotel, the San-
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Photo courtesy of Historic Sanford Welcome Center

When we
moved down
from Boston,
Sanford was a
relic bypassed
by time and
prosperity.
The National
Register of
Historic Places
had designated
two historic
districts, commercial and
residential. But
A scene of the recently restored First Street in downtown Sanford.
there wasn’t
much reason to visit it except to drive
life as the Wayne Densch Performing
through the neighborhood south of First
Arts Center.
Street and ogle the charming bungalows
Since Dad’s time, the city has built a
and Victorians.
shipshape new yacht harbor and Marina
In recent years, though, we’ve seen
Island on Lake Monroe. The Naval Air
the city transformed by a restoration
Station has become Orlando-Sanford
that has brought back much of its former
International Airport. He’d be thrilled.
glory. With the help of a multimillionSome of the Sanford farms are still
dollar redevelopment project, a mileoperating, and I take the 415 route to show
long scenic RiverWalk with a “front
my daughters the fields where I filled bags
porch” theme and wide swings for
with beans and berries for Miss Doris. The
seating was constructed. Downtown
Central Florida Zoo is always one of their
streets, sidewalks, and landscaping have
favorite spots, but now they have their
been redesigned and the building facades
own Sanford itinerary: places where their
restored. Now when I walk the redbrick
boyfriends work, rock concerts on Route
boulevard of First Street, I’m back in
46, and the Seminole Towne Center Mall.
Florida at the turn of the century.
They have their own Florida
In a new town center at Magnolia
memories, too. Some are like mine—
Square, the clock tower anchors a brick
hunting arrowheads in the creek that
plaza with a sparkling fountain, the scene
runs from Green Springs, watching
of Saturday morning farmers’ markets
wild turkeys and sandhill cranes stroll
and jazz concerts. Smart new eateries
through the yard. Some relate to the more
beckon, amid landmarks like
modern landscape: attending preservation
the Willow Tree Café with its
hearings and volunteering for clean-ups at
authentic German food and
the two new parks.
rousing oompa band. Once a
I hope someday they’ll find bits of
month there’s an “Art Walk”
themselves still fluttering on the fences.
and an “Alive after Five” street
party with live music, food,
LANI FRIEND, a
and dancing.
freelance writer who codeveloped exhibit panels
Touchton’s has long since
at DeLeon Springs State
been reborn as the legendPark and Green Springs
ary Colonial Room, where I
Park, wrote much of the
order biscuits and gravy, my
text for the Volusia County
father’s favorite. Around the
Heritage History website at
corner on Magnolia Avenue,
VolusiaHistory.com
the Ritz has been given new
Photo courtesy of Paradise Advertising and Marketing, Inc.

ford House Hotel, which had registered
more than 3,200 visitors by the close of
its 1886 season. But in 1887 a bakery
fire destroyed much of the town. It was
rebuilt using brick, and most of the existing buildings are from this period.
Green Springs became my family’s
permanent home when my Dad retired
from military service and built a second
house close to the lake. I left the area
after graduating from the University of
Florida and meeting my future husband.
We followed academic jobs up the East
Coast to Boston. When my Dad died,
my mother could no longer keep up the
property at the spring, so most of it was
sold to an attorney who agreed to hold it
until the county could buy it for a park.
The county dragged its feet, and the attorney decided to develop the property.
But when my husband was offered
a job at Daytona Beach Community
College, now Daytona State College,
we returned to the lake house at Green
Springs and joined a preservation effort
mounted by the community. It took 14
years, but Green Springs is now a popular Volusia County park.
A second preservation battle lasting
two decades saved most of Thornby.
A section of the old estate was sold for
condominiums, but the rest is now a
Deltona nature preserve and park for
handicapped children. Our property is
in the midst of parkland. Here, in this
green space that we helped save, we
raised two daughters who will soon be
entering college.

Sanford’s mile-long RiverWalk has a front-porch theme.
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New and Notable

Key West on the Edge
Inventing the Conch Republic

A Journey into Florida
Railroad History

Robert Kerstein

Gregg M. Turner

“ From seedy bars to trendy discos,
Kerstein has managed to capture the
improbable mixture of this strange
island, while offering a cautionary
tale of tourism run amok.”—Robert
Lee Irby, author of 7,000 Clams
Hardcover $32.95

“ A well-written, highly entertaining,
and well-documented synthesis of
the chronology of Florida’s railroads
which general readers will thoroughly
enjoy and which academic specialists
most certainly welcome as the journey into Florida railroad history continues.”—Florida Historical Quarterly
Paperback $19.95

The Florida Allergy
Handbook
Theresa Willingham

“ If you have allergies and live in Florida,
you need to have this book on your
shelf.”—Wendy Wilber, Environmental
Horticulture Agent
Paperback $24.95

The Scent of Scandal
Greed, Betrayal, and the World’s
Most Beautiful Orchid

Jeff Kunerth
“ In the tradition of Truman Capote ‘s
In Cold Blood, Kunerth’s Trout is seductive, repulsive, and compelling. I read
it in one sitting.”—Gary R. Mormino,
author of Land of Sunshine, State
of Dreams
Hardcover $24.95

Craig Pittman
“A fascinating true story of obsession,
greed, and lust for the unobtainable.
Reminds me a great deal of The
Maltese Falcon. This rare flower is definitely the stuff that dreams are made
of.”—Ace Atkins, author of Devil’s
Garden and Infamous
Hardcover $24.95

Forts of Florida

Treasures of the Panhandle

Salvaging the Real Florida

A Guidebook

A Journey through West Florida

Lost and Found in the State
of Dreams

Rodney Carlisle and Loretta Carlisle

“ An excellent overview of Florida allergens, combining real-life stories with
scientific facts.”—Patrick DeMarco, MD,
practicing allergist

Trout
A True Story of Murder, Teens,
and the Death Penalty

“This comprehensive book of Florida
forts will shock readers with its historical insight and depth. A must-read
for anyone planning a vacation to any
of Florida’s iconic historical landmarks.”
—Matthew J. Clavin, author of Toussaint Louverture and the American
Civil War
Paperback $19.95

Brian R. Rucker
“ A wonderfully detailed guide by a
seventh-generation resident to areas
previously overlooked. History buffs
and nature lovers will find this book
a ‘must-have’ for excursions to out-ofthe-way museums, historic sites, and
pristine natural areas.”—Jean Lufkin
Bouler, author of Exploring Florida’s
Emerald Coast
Hardcover $29.95

Bill Belleville
Winner, 2011 National Outdoor Book
Award for Natural History Literature
“This collection of essays, full of hidden
gems and wonderful insights, never
disappoints. Pick up a copy and enjoy
a spirited ride through Florida’s natural world.”—National Outdoor Book
Award Committee
Hardcover $24.95

University Press of Florida | 800-226-3822 | www.upf.com
GAINESVILLE TALLAHASSEE TAMPA BOCA RATON PENSACOLA ORLANDO MIAMI JACKSONVILLE FORT MYERS SARASOTA

A trave l ing e x hi b ition from the Smithsonian Instit u tion
in partne rship with th e f lorida humanitie s counci l

A r r i v i n g i n F l o r i da M ay 2012

Journey stories—tales of how we and our ancestors came to
America—are a central element of our personal heritage.
From Native Americans to new American citizens and regardless
of our ethnic or racial background, everyone has a story to tell.
The Museum on Main Street exhibition Journey
Stories will examine the intersection between modes
of travel and Americans’ desire to feel free to move.
The story is diverse and focused on immigration,
migration, innovation, and freedom.
May 26–July 7, 2012

September 1–October 13, 2012

December 8, 2012–January 19, 2013

July 14–August 25, 2012

October 20–December 1, 2012

January 26–March 9, 2013

Plant City Photo Archives & History Center
106 S Evers St
Plant City, FL 33563
www.plantcityphotoarchives.org
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement
17869 NW Pioneer Settlement Rd
Sam Atkins Park
Blountstown, FL 32424
www.ppmuseum.org

Gateway Center for the Arts
880 N Charles Richard Beall
DeBary, FL 32713
www.gatewaycenterforthearts.org
Clewiston Museum
500 Royal Palm Ave
Clewiston, FL 33440
www.clewistonmuseum.org

Highlands Museum of the Arts
351 W Center Ave
Sebring, FL 33870
www.highlandartleague.org
Dunedin Historical Society
349 Main St
Dunedin, FL 34698
www.dunedinhistory.org

For more information about Journey Stories, visit www.flahum.org/moms

Spring Festivals - Historic Home Tours – Arts & History
20th Annual Trinity Episcopal Church

A Passion
for Preservation

Historic Apalachicola Home & Garden Tour
May 4th and 5th, 2012

Friday, May 4th, 2012

A Symposium and Guided Tour
on the History of Apalachicola
and its Architectural Styles

Saturday, May 5th, 2012
The Home & Garden Tour

www.ApalachicolaHistoricHomeTour.org
Tickets are Limited. Purchase Yours Today.

For information and tickets,
visit us online or contact
Trinity Episcopal Church:
850.653.9550
Tourist Development Council
anat
ura
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FLORIDA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Museum Admission: FREE
Call for Butterfly Rainforest
Admission Prices
Mon-Sat 10am-5pm, Sun 1-5pm
Closed Thanksgiving & Christmas

Enjoy Gainesville’s charm through museums,
theatres, galleries and natural attractions.

Located in the UF Cultural Plaza
SW 34th St. & Hull Rd • Gainesville
(352) 846-2000 • www.flmnh.ufl.edu

Come

FOR INSPIRATION

Come to Gainesville where the landscape and folklore are
inspiration from literary works to visual and performing
arts. Once you’re here you’ll want to stay for more. Stay at
a charming B&B, experience more of the cultural scene and
savor the local cuisine.

where nature

and culture meet

Visit www.visitgainesville.com or call 866.778.5002
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We’re Teaching Florida
We teach Florida to Florida’s teachers. They teach Florida to their students.
That’s why we changed our name to Teaching Florida.
We have the same mission as we did under the name Florida Teachers Center:
Sharing fascinating information about Florida’s history and culture.
And we’re still a program of the Florida Humanities Council.
But we’re expanding our vision. Watch for new websites, creative
programming, broader outreach. There’s more to come.

Learn more at FloridaHumanities.org

A Program of the Florida Humanities Council

